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a b s t r a c t
Generating a realistic model of subsurface stratigraphy that fits data from multiple well locations is a well-established problem in the field of aquifer characterisation. This is particularly critical for the alluvial fan-hosted aquifers in northwestern India, as they have some of the highest rates of groundwater extraction in the world and spatially limited subsurface observations. The objective of this study is to develop a reduced-complexity model that generates probabilistic estimates of aquifer body occurrence within a sedimentary fan, based loosely on the northwestern Indian aquifer system. We propose a parsimonious, inverse-weighted random walk model that reconstructs potential channel belt pathways within a discrete depth range or slice by (i) connecting known aquifer locations with the fan apex, (ii) filling adjacent cells with non-aquifer material based on estimated channel-body dimensions, and (iii) random filling of the remaining cells until the model fraction of aquifer material is comparable to the bulk aquifer fraction observed from well data. Once filled, individual depth slices can be stacked to produce a threedimensional representation of aquifer-body geometry, allowing informed inference and testable predictions about the configuration of aquifer units in the subsurface. A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve shows that the model performs better than fully random filling, both in matching the locations of aquifer material in the subsurface and in reconstructing the geometry of relict channel bodies preserved on the fan surface. The model differs from purely statistical-empirical approaches by incorporating some geomorphic knowledge of fluvial channel belt geometry within the fan system. In contrast to a fully process-based approach, the model is computationally fast and is easily refined as new subsurface data become available. Ó 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction
Reconstruction of subsurface stratigraphy based on spatiallylimited borehole data is a well-established problem in the field of aquifer characterisation. This reconstruction is particularly challenging for alluvial aquifer systems that consist of fluvial channel deposits, in which the major aquifer units comprise stacked sand-rich channel belts associated with alluvial fans or meandering river channels. Such settings are marked by high subsurface heterogeneity in aquifer-body characteristics and distribution due to frequent avulsion and migration of the active channel during deposition. Information derived from geophysical profiles, cores, well logs and well-test data is rarely sufficient (due to limited spatial coverage) to determine the three-dimensional geometry, size, and connectivity of aquifer bodies within these settings. These aspects of the system are critical, however, because they control aquifer volume, potential yield, and flow rates, and thus both aquifer performance and sustainability (Larue and Hovadik, 2006; Renard and Allard, 2013) . Connectivity in particular is related to the existence of pathways between aquifer bodies that enable fast flow and transport from one location to another (Renard and Allard, 2013) . There is a pressing need for simple, flexible, and predictable models that can simulate or anticipate these pathways. The paucity of subsurface data in many alluvial aquifer systems, and the predominance of elongate channel-body aquifers, preclude simple lateral correlation between aquifer bodies recorded in different wells, whilst the lack of detailed lithological data, including age constraints, may preclude the use of more sophisticated forward models that could simulate aquifer-system deposition and development.
Previous approaches to this problem can be divided into structure-imitating, process-imitating, and descriptive methods (Koltermann and Gorelick, 1996; de Marsily et al., 2005) . Structure-imitating methods, including spatial statistical and object-based methods, rely on spatial patterns in sediments and hydraulic properties, probabilistic rules, and deterministic constraints based on geometric relations within aquifers (Koltermann and Gorelick, 1996) . Statistical structure-imitating methods include traditional two-point kriging or conditional methods (e.g., Isaak and Srivastava, 1990; Journel, 1988) and modern multi-point statistical (MPS) methods (e.g., Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993; Caers, 2001; Strebelle, 2002; Wu et al., 2008; Comunian et al., 2012; Rezaee et al., 2013; Mariethoz and Lefebvre, 2014) . MPS methods offer a way to model complex and heterogeneous geological environments through the use of training images, which represent conceptual statistical models of the geology that has to be simulated. Whilst MPS methods are able to describe richer and arguably more realistic models than twopoint methods, they have several shortcomings (Wingate et al., 2015) : MPS is a purely statistical approach and requires suitable training images, which may provide model outcomes that are statistically plausible but physically unrealistic. In contrast, object-based methods use geometric or probabilistic rules, such as random walk approaches (Price, 1974) or random avulsions (Jerolmack and Paola, 2007) , to mimic depositional facies seen in nature (Koltermann and Gorelick, 1996) . A geological record is simulated either through rules based on conceptual depositional models and geologic principles, or through initial conditions, boundary conditions, and inputs such as sea level curves, subsidence histories, and sediment supplies (see review in Koltermann and Gorelick, 1996) .
Process-imitating methods (e.g., Karssenberg et al., 2001; Pyrcz et al., 2005; Sylvester et al., 2011; Nicholas et al., 2016; Van de Lageweg et al., 2016a) are algorithms that solve a set of governing equations that mimic the processes of sediment transport and deposition in sedimentary basins and build stratigraphy (Koltermann and Gorelick, 1996) . In contrast to structureimitating methods, process-imitating methods simulate physical processes and therefore have the potential to predict realistic subsurface geometries and distributions of channel-belt sand bodies (Mackey and Bridge, 1995) . In process-based models, the depositional surface is updated at each time step under the influence of both depositional and erosional processes. This makes it difficult to condition the outcome with observed data (Karssenberg et al., 2001; Wingate et al., 2015) , because initial deposits may fit the data but are later erased. In addition, full fluid-dynamical simulations are too slow for simulating long-term basin development, as they use too much computational power to iteratively fit observed data. An important drawback of even simplified process-imitating models is that they still need several parameters, which may or may not be either physically-based or independently known. Also, process-based models ideally require quantitative stratigraphic information, including depositional ages and subsidence rates, in order to make systematic comparisons between model outputs and real systems.
Descriptive methods produce images of subsurface stratigraphy by combining site-specific and regional data with conceptual models (e.g., Allen, 1978; Galloway, 1981; Miall, 1985; Nemec and Steel, 1988) and insights (Koltermann and Gorelick, 1996; Van de Lageweg et al., 2016b) . Descriptive methods split the aquifer into characteristic units that are based equally on hydraulic measurements and geologic observations (Fogg, 1986; Anderson, 1989) .
Characteristic units for reconstructing aquifer corridors are often based on the distinction between heterogeneous fluvial deposits such as gravel or sand-rich channel deposits (assumed to be aquifer material) and silt or clay-rich floodplain deposits (assumed to be non-aquifer material) (Miall, 1988; Jordan and Pryor, 1992; Willis and Tang, 2010) .
In the field of fluvial routing systems, e.g., fans and deltas, hybrid models combining elements of structure-imitating and process-imitating approaches have also been successfully applied to reconstruct depositional fan settings. For example, several studies have recognised the connection between avulsion processes in fluvial sediment routing systems and the stratigraphy of channel sand bodies in the field (e.g., Price, 1974; Leeder, 1978; Allen, 1979; Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Bridge and Mackey, 1993) . Thus, avulsion processes have been included, partly as probabilistic rules, in several reduced-complexity models (e.g., Price, 1974; Mackey and Bridge, 1995; Karssenberg et al., 2001; Jerolmack and Paola, 2007; Liang et al., 2015a) . Such models have been used to reconstruct channel-belt deposits from the apex of the system to downstream locations based on a random walk, the local gradient and an avulsion probability that is dependent upon sediment input and changes in base level. Even these simplistic rules can produce flow velocities and water surface slopes (Liang et al., 2015b) and subsurface stratigraphic records (Karssenberg et al., 2001; Jerolmack and Paola, 2007; Liang et al., 2015b) that are comparable to the outputs of more sophisticated process-based models of fluvial routing systems. These fan models are, however, rarely used to reconstruct fan deposits from actual well log information.
Robust reconstruction of subsurface stratigraphy has major implications for our understanding of the aquifer system in northwestern India, which suffers from some of the highest rates of groundwater over-exploitation and water-level decline in the world (Rodell et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2014 Chen et al., , 2016 . Accurate geological characterisation of the aquifer system has been hampered by a lack of subsurface data; even basic first-order knowledge of aquifer-body dimensions and subsurface distribution is lacking at a regional scale. Van Dijk et al. (2016) identified two major fan systems in the region, and provided a descriptive conceptual model for the aquifer bodies that inferred the likely aquifer distribution based on some well log information and our understanding of fan systems. This conceptual model is insufficiently detailed, however, to populate local or regional hydrogeological models, and provides only statistical descriptions of the full threedimensional stratigraphy. Because of the size of the region (44,000 km 2 ) and the spatial variation in aquifer body fraction (Van Dijk et al., 2016) there is no suitable geological model or three-dimensional training image that could inform a pure statistical structure-imitating approach. The study area is also so large that conditioning of the data is difficult and time-consuming, and the lack of suitable constraints on stratigraphic geometry and age control make it difficult to apply process-imitating models.
Here we propose a physically-based heuristic model that predicts the potential aquifer body distribution through incorporating our best process understanding of how the aquifer system forms into a reduced-complexity model. Our approach occupies the 'middle ground' identified by Liang et al. (2015b) between detailed and physically-explicit simulation on the one hand and abstract simplification on the other. The model is based on the deposition of continuous sandy channel material within the sediment fans that comprise the major aquifer systems in northwestern India, but we do not explicitly simulate channel transport and depositional processes. Instead, we use geological and geomorphological information on the downstream continuity and lateral discontinuity of the channel bodies, combined with a random-walk approach, to reconstruct the most likely aquifer locations in a given depth slice. We then show how two-dimensional sediment routing assumptions in a given depth slice can be used to build a three-dimensional picture of the subsurface stratigraphy. We compare model predictions of aquifer-body positions and connectivity to the null case of random filling of the basin, and consider the implications of the model for groundwater exploration and management.
Study area
The study area comprises the sediment fans deposited by the Sutlej and Yamuna Rivers within the Himalayan foreland basin. The area is bounded by the Himalaya to the north, the Thar Desert to the south, and the incised valleys of the Sutlej and Yamuna to the west and east, respectively (Fig. 1) . At present, sediment flux into the foreland is dominated by the Sutlej and Yamuna Rivers, as well as by smaller, foothills-fed and plains-fed river systems such as the Ghaggar River (Van Dijk et al., 2016) .
Available data on aquifer-body thickness and location consist of 243 aquifer-thickness logs from the Central Groundwater Board (CGWB). These logs make a binary division of the subsurface into aquifer and non-aquifer units, and provide the depth and thickness of each layer as estimated from electrical logs by the CGWB. The logs have a median spacing of 7 km (Van Dijk et al., 2016) . All of the logs extend to at least 200 m below ground level, and we therefore restrict our analysis to the top 200 m of the subsurface, noting that there is no evidence that aquifers deeper than 200 m have yet been tapped in this region.
Van Dijk et al. (2016) mapped different geomorphic units and showed a direct correlation between these units and the bulk characteristics of the underlying aquifer bodies (Fig. 1) . Van Dijk et al. (2016) showed that, across the Sutlej and Yamuna sedimentary fan systems, individual aquifer bodies have a median thickness of 6-7 m and a mean thickness of 9 m. The aquifer-body thickness distributions are heavy-tailed (Van Dijk et al., 2016) , indicating that there is some persistence in aquifer location. Over larger stratigraphic intervals of more than 4-8 times the median thickness, the aquifer thickness logs show evidence of impersistence, perhaps related to avulsion and compensational filling. Van Dijk et al. (2016) inferred that the thicker aquifer deposits are formed by stacked, multi-story sand bodies, perhaps originating in part as incised-valley fills, that occupied distinct corridors originating at the fan apices. Van Dijk et al. (2016) were unable to directly observe the widths of these corridors, but inferred a maximum width of 5-10 km by analogy with surface channelbelt widths (Van Dijk et al., 2016) and thickness-width relations of Gibling (2006) . The bulk aquifer fraction (f obs ), or ratio between aquifer and non-aquifer material, is about 0.4 for both fan systems. A major exception to this occurs in the area between the Sutlej and Yamuna fans and adjacent to the Himalayan mountain front; there, aquifer bodies are both thinner and less abundant, and the bulk aquifer fraction (f obs ) is about 0.3. Van Dijk et al. (2016) also showed that the aquifer-body thickness distribution does not change significantly with depth, which suggests that the morphodynamics and depositional conditions of the Sutlej and Yamuna sediment routing systems have remained consistent over the time required to deposit at least the upper 200 m of the subsurface stratigraphy. The bulk aquifer fraction decreases away from the (Fig. 9a) and distal (Fig. 9b) transects. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Himalayan mountain front in both the Sutlej and Yamuna fan systems, although the thickness distribution remains approximately similar, indicating that aquifer bodies make up a smaller fraction of the basin fill in the distal parts of the system but do not thin appreciably.
Model approach
Our modelling approach builds on the aquifer-thickness logs from the CGWB, which provide information on the presence or absence of aquifer material in the upper 200 m at 243 points across the basin. We assume that the aquifer bodies in the fan system were mainly deposited by major river channels that avulsed repeatedly across the fan surface during deposition. The likely maximum lateral dimensions of the aquifer bodies (less than 5-10 km, Table 1 ) are comparable to or smaller than the median spacing between adjacent logs (7 km), and Van Dijk et al. (2016) showed the difficulty of correlating between even closely-spaced boreholes, meaning that simple lateral (across-fan) extrapolation would be unwise. Similarly, whilst the river channels are continuous down-fan, channel-belt sinuosity precludes simple longitudinal correlation or extrapolation as well. For simplicity, we do not simulate the formation and filling of incised valleys in our model; whilst this is a plausible mechanism for the creation of stacked aquifer bodies like those observed in the study area, we have no data on its relative importance, and we note that its inclusion would require more complex process-based approach.
To estimate the likelihood of finding aquifer material within a given depth range between our borehole locations, we define a model space and apply a set of simple rules derived from our geomorphic understanding of fan depositional systems, including aspects such as avulsion sequence (Allen, 1978; Jerolmack and Paola, 2007) , compensational filling (Sheets et al., 2002; Straub et al., 2009) , and reoccupation (Stouthamer, 2005) . We start by dividing the study area into a regular, square grid, with a cell size that is chosen to reflect the typical lateral dimensions of the aquifer bodies. This choice introduces an inherent length scale into the model, but is made explicitly for two reasons. First, the large median spacing between the aquifer-thickness logs means that there is no justification for a fine model grid size, as there are no data against which to validate it. Second, a relatively coarse grid obviates the need to model progressive deposition and construction of sand bodies, as would be required by a process-imitating approach. We then divide the upper 200 m of stratigraphy into regular depth slices and operate on each slice in turn. The thickness of the depth slice is chosen to be of the same order as both the median aquifer-body thickness of 6-7 m (Table 2 ) and the median nonaquifer unit thickness of 7.5 m. Each slice is parallel to the present topography, meaning that we assume that the modern basin surface slope is the same as the slope throughout deposition. We neglect the local surface relief, as this is typically less than 5 m, and assume that deposits at a given depth are approximately coeval. We explore the sensitivity of the model results to changes in both grid size and depth slice thickness.
The model carries out five basic operations on each depth slice: (i) identifying grid cells that contain dominantly aquifer or nonaquifer material, and filling them appropriately; (ii) establishing upstream weighted random walks between aquifer cells and the fan apex, and filling cells along those routes with aquifer material; (iii) establishing downstream weighted random walks to define aquifer corridors in both directions; (iv) filling cells adjacent to the aquifer corridors with non-aquifer material; and (v) filling the remaining empty cells randomly up to the correct bulk aquifer fraction ( Fig. 2b and c) . These steps are then independently repeated for successive depth slices. We then run multiple realisations of the model, and average the values in each cell to obtain probabilities of finding aquifer bodies in the subsurface.
Model setup
The first underpinning assumption within the model is that thick channel sands within a fan must have been deposited by a major river that entered the foreland at the fan apex, rather than by smaller foothills-fed and plains-fed river systems or reworking of fan material. This assumption is supported by the stacked, multi-story character of the aquifer bodies and by their thickness (median 6-7 m), which is much greater than the channel dimensions of smaller foothills-fed rivers like the Ghaggar River (Sinha et al., 2013; Van Dijk et al., 2016) , and by provenance data that show that major channel sediments originate from the Himalayan hinterland . The fan apices in our study area mark the points where the Sutlej and Yamuna Rivers cross the Himalayan Frontal Thrust and enter the foreland. Whilst these points may shift over Myr time scales (e.g., Gupta, 1997; Malik and Mohanty, 2007) , we assume that they have remained fixed in space over the time needed to deposit the upper 200 m of sediment in the foreland basin.
Because of the fixed position of the rivers entering the basin and the relatively thick sand bodies associated with these large river systems, we also assume that aquifer material is continuous within each depth slice between its occurrence at a point on the fan (as indicated by its appearance in the aquifer-thickness logs) and the fan apex, although not necessarily in a straight line. We then use a random walk approach to construct probable aquifer corridors in the upstream and downstream directions from those wells that contain aquifer material in that depth slice. The random walk is applied on a 2D plane, and represents the distribution of aquifer bodies within that depth slice. For simplicity, we assume that aquifer material, once deposited, is not scoured and replaced by nonaquifer deposits; we justify this by noting the evidence for stacking and persistence in channel positions over stratigraphic intervals of 4-8 times the median aquifer-body thickness (Van Dijk et al., 2016) . The modelled aquifer body is, therefore, a continuous channel deposit that is connected in both the upstream and downstream directions.
To avoid unreasonably straight channels, we set weights in the upstream random walk, toward the fan apex. We apply unequal weights justified by the observed sinuosity of the modern Sutlej and Yamuna Rivers channel belts and of elongate, sand-rich ridges on the fan surfaces, interpreted as abandoned river palaeochannels by Van Dijk et al. (2016) (Fig. 2a) . This analysis illustrates that, from any given cell on a river or ridge, the highest probabilities of finding an adjacent upstream river or ridge cell occur in the three cells oriented toward the fan apex (Fig. 2a) .
The weighting factor for the upstream random walk is calculated by the cosine of the angle between the azimuth to each neighbouring cell and the fan apex (Fig. 2c) . Thus, the weighted probability P to connect a target aquifer cell with its neighbours is defined as: where a is the angle between a straight line towards the apex and the azimuth to the neighbouring cell. The constant A is set to 0.05, representing the minimum probability observed from the elongated ridges (0.04 in Fig. 2a ). The constant B is 0.35 so the maximum probability is 0.4 (A þ B), which is based on the highest probabilities observed from the adjacent cells of the Sutlej and Yamuna river Fig. 2a ). The constant C is set to 1.4 to limit the span of the random walk to 130°as observed on both the Sutlej and Yamuna fans. The weighted probability is calculated for all 8 neighbouring cells. Negative values are set to zero, and the probabilities for all directions that fall between alpha values of À90°and 90°are set to a small but arbitrary value of at least 0.025, so that the random walk has at least four upstream cells to choose. The four directions are needed as in some cases the three direct upstream grid cells for coarser grids are identified as non-aquifer from the observational data, leaving no alternative pathway toward the apex. Because P depends on a and thus on location, we rescale the values so that they sum to 1 for each set of neighbours. Also, to force connectivity between aquifer-body positions on the fan and the fan apex, the weighted random walk uses progressively higher probability values towards the apex and P is recalculated after each step. The random walk towards the apex is first calculated from well locations that are closest to the apex, and then for those that are progressively further away. We terminate each random walk when it reaches the apex or when it encounters another previously-identified aquifer cell. In the downstream direction, we apply a simplified weighting factor with equal probabilities of 0.3 to the three neighbouring cells away from the fan apex, and a small probability of 0.05 for the cells parallel to the mountain front (Fig. 2d ). This simplified scheme is used because there is not a fixed location (like the fan apex) where the random walk must end. The downstream random walk is applied in reverse order, so that well locations furthest away from the fan apex are analysed first. Each walk terminates when it encounters another previously-identified aquifer cell or when it reaches the model boundary (see boundary in Fig. 1 ). Because the order of the random walk may affect the resultant probabilities, we also test a model in which the order was reversed, as well as a model that operates on well locations in a random sequence. Our second assumption is that aquifer bodies, whilst continuous in the down-fan direction between the fan apex and points on the fan, are highly discontinuous in the across-fan direction. Thus, assuming that our model grid cells are sized appropriately, the presence of aquifer material in one cell should mean that there is non-aquifer material in adjacent cross-fan cells (i.e., those with alpha values of c. ±90°). This assumption is likely to be true if shifts in the active channel system across the fan occur by avulsion near the fan apex. If, instead, the channel migrates laterally during fan deposition, then aquifer material would be expected in adjacent cells with little vertical separation. The lack of clear correlations between aquifer material in adjacent boreholes in our study area, as documented by Van Dijk et al. (2016) , appears to argue for a dominance of avulsion over lateral migration in this system. Thus, after connecting all aquifer cells to an upstream aquifer cell and eventually to the fan apex, all cells adjacent to those continuous aquifer corridors are filled with non-aquifer material (Fig. 2e) .
After these steps, there remain some unfilled cells within the model grid -that is, cells for which we have neither direct observation nor geomorphic rules to determine whether they should contain aquifer or non-aquifer material. Our final constraint is that the bulk model aquifer fraction must match that of the actual fan system, as estimated from the aquifer-thickness logs. Thus, on the fans we fill the remaining cells with aquifer material at random until the bulk aquifer fraction matches the observed value of 0.4. Randomly-filled cells will not necessarily be adjacent or connect to the main channel corridors. Cells in the interfan area, which is not supplied by either the Sutlej or Yamuna rivers, are also filled randomly to match the observed bulk aquifer fraction of 0.3. Once the observed aquifer fraction value of 0.4 has been reached, any final remaining cells that have not been identified as aquifer cells are filled with non-aquifer material to complete the depth slice.
Model parameters and sensitivity
The model is governed by several parameters: the number of realisations, the grid cell size, the slice thickness, and the minimum aquifer thickness. Each model realisation produces a single solution of the distribution of aquifers in each depth slice, which can be thought of as a map of aquifer locations that contains only zeros (non-aquifer) and ones (aquifer). We perform Monte Carlo-type iterations to produce probabilities in the range [0, 1], defined for each cell as the fraction of realisations that give rise to aquifer material in that cell. We vary the number of realisations between 1 and 250 to test how that affects the cumulative probability distribution.
Given our assumptions, the grid cell size should be limited to the typical lateral dimensions of the potential aquifer bodies. Van Dijk et al. (2016) showed that both the elongate palaeochannel ridges and the modern channel belts on the fan surfaces vary between 2 and 10 km wide, whereas channel-body thicknesswidth scaling relations are likely to be $1:1000, suggesting a maximum width of about 6 km for a median aquifer-body thickness of 6 m (Gibling, 2006) . We perform simulations with variable grid resolutions from 2 km to 8 km, related to the various channel width interpretations, to understand the resulting differences and uncertainties in aquifer distribution. Most of the results shown here are based on a cell size of 6 km, which relates to the median aquifer body thickness. Whilst it would certainly be possible to allow channel-belt widths to vary in space (e.g., Rongier et al., 2014) , we make the simplifying assumption that they are fixed and uniform. This is justified for two reasons: we lack any data on channel-width variations in space within the subsurface of these fans, making any spatial variations arbitrary; and we do not know, a priori, whether the CGWB aquifer-thickness logs have penetrated the aquifer bodies near their centres or near their margins, so that definition of a true width in space would be very uncertain. An additional reason for using a low-resolution grid is that much of the CGWB data on aquifer performance (including estimated abstraction rate, potential evapotranspiration, and recharge) are available on, at most, a block level. The mean block area in Punjab and Haryana states is about 360 km 2 (10 model grid cells at a 6 km spacing), so there is little rationale for a substantially higher model resolution. Conversely, model outcomes and predictions can be fairly easily adapted to the block scale if required. Likewise, the slice thickness is chosen to scale with the median (or mean) aquifer-body thicknesses observed in the Sutlej and Yamuna fan systems, which are 6-7 m and 9 m across the study area, respectively (Van Dijk et al., 2016) . Slice thicknesses of 5 and 10 m give quantitatively similar simulation results for the two-dimensional aquifer network, and so for simplicity we use 10 m depth slices for most tests of model sensitivity and crossvalidation. For analysis of the three-dimensional representation of subsurface aquifers, in contrast, we use 5 m depth slices as this will give a more accurate connectivity measure in the vertical direction.
The accuracy of the model is determined by the number and distribution of observations that are used to populate the known aquifer and non-aquifer grid cells in the first model step. Because aquifer-thickness logs are not evenly distributed and the distance is sometimes smaller than the grid size, multiple logs may occur in a single grid cell. For example, for a 6 km grid spacing, several log locations fall within the same cell, so that, whilst there are 208 logs on the fan surfaces, only 59 cells of the 884 cells of the Sutlej fan and 90 cells of the 695 cells in the Yamuna fan are known from the observational data. Thus, we assign each cell value based on the predominance of either aquifer or non-aquifer material in that cell and depth slice. In most cases, we assign the cell as aquifer when at least one of the logs is composed predominantly of aquifer material within that depth slice. This approach is justified by the limited lateral extent of the aquifer bodies; logs near the centre of a body would record its full thickness, but logs near its margins would record only a portion of its total thickness and might be dominated by non-aquifer material, even in the same cell and depth slice. To test the sensitivity of our results to this approach, we also run an alternative algorithm that classifies a cell as nonaquifer if at least one of the logs is composed predominantly of non-aquifer material. We also test the extent to which the model results are influenced by thin aquifer bodies -that is, units that may reflect terminal (crevasse) splays or small plains-fed channels draining the fan surfaces rather than deposits of the major rivers, and for which our model assumptions may therefore not be valid. To do this, we run alternative model scenarios where we ignore aquifer bodies in the input logs that are thinner than the median thickness of 6-7 m when populating the model space.
Model analysis

Cross-validation
True validation of the model is impossible because the actual aquifer locations are unknown. Therefore, we first assess the performance of the model by applying it to a test case of a twodimensional image of a channel network. As the test case image, we use the network of ridges on the surface of the Sutlej fan (Fig. 1) , inferred by Van Dijk et al. (2016) to represent a set of abandoned sand-rich palaeochannels that radiate from the Sutlej fan apex. We interpolate these ridges onto a grid with a spacing of 2 km (similar to the maximum observed 2.3 km width of the ridges; Van Dijk et al., (2016) and classify ridge locations as aquifer material, which fills about 25% of the grid. The remainder of the grid is classified as non-aquifer material, completing the test case (Fig. 3a) . We then remove a subset (80-95%) of the image at random, and use the remaining 5-20% as the starting point for our model (Fig. 3b) . We compare the model results (Fig. 3c) to both the test case (Fig. 3a) and to a null model (Fig. 3d) , created by simple random filling of the grid with aquifer material with the same bulk aquifer fraction; both our model and the random filling model are run 100 times. This gives a probability map for both our model (Fig. 3e ) and random filling (Fig. 3f) . Subsequently, the probability maps can be converted back to an aquifer location map by applying a probability threshold l, such that probabilities above the threshold are classed as aquifer material and those below as non-aquifer. The threshold is inversely proportional to the model-predicted bulk aquifer fraction (f l ); high thresholds will yield low aquifer fractions, and vice versa.
To quantitatively compare these probability maps, with values in the range of [0, 1], we calculate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to assess the model fit to the reserved subset of palaeochannel positions. The ROC curve is a graphical plot that illustrates the performance of a binary classifier system (in this case, aquifer and non-aquifer) as the probability threshold l is varied. The curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR), defined as the number of cells that are aquifer in both the predictive model and the data divided by the number of actual aquifer cells, against the false positive rate (FPR), defined as the number of cells that are aquifer in the predictive model but non-aquifer in the data divided by the number of non-aquifer cells. The TPR and FPR are calculated for various values of l. Increasing l leads to fewer cells being classified as model aquifers, and should lead to a decrease in both TPR and FPR. ROC curves are constructed for both the model outputs and random filling of the grid. An effective model should show a higher TPR at a given FPR than random filling, and the TPR should also improve as a larger fraction of the available data is used to generate the model.
Comparison of the model results with the test case tests the ability of the model to produce aquifer corridors comparable to the elongated ridges in terms of their spatial distribution. Testing the ability of the model to generate a realistic distribution of potential aquifer bodies in the subsurface is more complicated, as we lack full three-dimensional information on aquifer bodies across the study area. We therefore assess the model performance by removing a random subset (10-50%) of the CGWB aquiferthickness logs to use as a test data set before running the model. We then compare the model predictions at the test log positions against the actual observations. To avoid any potential bias introduced by our choice of test logs, we run 50 simulations with different subsets of test logs. The outcomes are then compared to a random filling approach using the ROC curves. Furthermore, we also construct separate ROC curves for the proximal (<100 km from the fan apex) and distal (>100 km from the fan apex) parts of the fans, to investigate whether the model performance is positiondependent.
Subsurface stratigraphy and connectivity
To compare the model outcomes for multiple realisations with the statistical analysis of aquifer thickness data of Van Dijk et al. (2016) , we need to create a three-dimensional representation of the subsurface stratigraphy. Therefore, we stack the individual depth slices and apply the probability threshold l to convert aquifer probability to the presence or absence of aquifer material. The value of l is chosen so that the model-predicted bulk aquifer fraction (f l ) of the multiple realisations is the same as the bulk aquifer fraction (f obs ) of the CGWB aquifer-thickness data. Aquifer-body thicknesses are then calculated for all grid cell locations from the stacked depth slices and compared to the aquifer-body thicknesses from the original logs. To examine the spatial distribution of potential aquifer bodies, we also extract medial and distal cross sections oriented parallel to the Himalayan mountain front (see Fig. 1 for locations). The medial transect includes logs that are located 50-110 km from the mountain front, whilst the distal transect includes logs that are 160-250 km from the mountain front.
The three-dimensional stack from the multiple realisations also contains information about the connectivity of the potential aquifer bodies within the subsurface. Aquifer-body connectivity directly affects pumping or recovery, especially in regions with an intermediate proportion of aquifer bodies (Allen, 1978; Renard and Allard, 2013 ) such as our study region. Because the model builds potential aquifer bodies that are continuous downfan and are surrounded by non-aquifer material, horizontal connectivity is to an extent hard-wired into the model outputs. The vertical connectivity is not pre-determined, however, nor is the connectivity between adjacent aquifer corridors. Here, we test model (multiple realisations) connectivity for various values of l, compared to the results of random filling. We characterise these by the model-predicted bulk aquifer fraction (f l ), which is inversely proportional to l, as this makes it possible to directly compare the outcomes from our model with random filling. The range in l for random filling is smaller and is generally lower compared to our model. We characterise connectivity by applying a commonly-used scalar index C that defines the probability of connection between two potential aquifer body cells (Larue and Hovadik, 2006; Hovadik and Larue, 2007) , and is calculated as:
where V i is the volume of an individual body and n is the total number of potential aquifer bodies. In the case of a single aquifer body, this probability is 1, as the volume of the single aquifer is equal to the total aquifer-body volume. As the number of aquifers increases, or equivalently as the bulk aquifer fraction increases, the connectivity index is initially low but then increases as clusters of connected aquifer bodies are formed (Stauffer and Aharony, 1992; Christensen and Moloney, 2005; Hovadik and Larue, 2007) . High connectivity implies fewer but larger clusters, with a high probability that any two cells are connected within a cluster (Hovadik and Larue, 2007) . For example, C for a system of 10 individual aquifer bodies with a volume of 1 cell each will be 0.1, whereas a system with the same aquifer fraction but comprising 1 body with a volume of 10 cells will give a C of 1.
We allow connectivity between adjacent cells along faces, edges, and vertices (26 possibilities), although other rules give qualitatively similar results. We calculate the connectivity index for various values of l (or equivalently for different f l ), for both the model output and the case of random filling. We plot potential aquifer body connectivity within the subsurface stratigraphy for two down-fan sections, normal to the mountain front, and three across-fan sections parallel to the mountain front, in order to compare the two models.
Results
Model output
A single realisation of the model produces a map that contains only zeros and ones -that is, aquifer and non-aquifer material (Fig. 4a) . Running multiple realisations yields a probability of finding aquifer material (with values in the range [0, 1]) at every location within the region of interest (Fig. 4b) . Increasing the number of realisations leads to a smoother cumulative probability distribution (Fig. 4c) . There is little difference, however, between the cumulative probability distributions for 100 and 250 realisations (Fig. 4d) . The model algorithm is coded in MATLAB, and a typical 100-realisation run for a 6 Â 6 km grid on a standard desktop computer takes on the order of 10 s per depth slice. The aquifer probability values are affected by the processing order of the random walk. In the cases of a reversed processing order (i.e., starting with aquifer cells farthest from the apex) or a randomly-chosen sequence, aquifer pathways are more likely to be parallel toward the fan apex rather than intersecting, because the space near the apex is not filled as quickly, so that aquifer probability values are generally slightly higher. 
Sensitivity to channel width
Most of the model runs are carried for a channel width interpretation of 6 km represented by 6 Â 6 km grid cells. A decrease in the channel width, i.e., the grid size, to 2 Â 2 km, equivalent to the maximum width of the elongated fan surface ridges ( Table 1) , shows that the probability of finding aquifer material at any given cell generally decreases (Fig. 5a) , and provides some additional information on the likelihood of finding potential aquifer bodies within the large-scale corridors identified on the lowerresolution grid (Fig. 4c) . Runs for smaller channel widths, i.e., higher grid resolutions, also yield larger uncertainties for points that are well away from the known log locations. Reducing the channel width and increasing the number of grid cells also means that a larger area must be randomly filled to obtain a bulk aquifer fraction of 0.4 on the fans (Fig. 5b) . This effect is not straightforward, though, because of the geometry of the potential aquifer bodies in the model. Although the number of cells is increased by a factor of 9 for a 2 Â 2 km grid compared to the base configuration, the fraction of empty cells is only increased by 4.5 times (Fig. 5b) . This is because, with a coarser grid, the spacing between two adjacent aquifer corridors may be less than 2 grid cells, so that fewer adjacent cells are filled with non-aquifer material compared to the finer grid.
Sensitivity to the input data
Reconstruction of aquifer corridors depends on the precedence given to the input data. When a cell is classified as aquifer material, then a corridor is created and propagated upstream and downstream, but when a cell is classified as dominantly nonaquifer material, then there are no rules that are used to set the surrounding cells. This affects the number of empty cells after applying our model rules and eventually the number of cells that Fig. 4. (a) Results from a single model run for a single depth slice (in this case, 80-90 m below ground level) and a 6 Â 6 km grid. In this and subsequent panels, the colour bar shows the probability of finding aquifer material in each cell, and the black polygons indicate district borders for reference. After a single run, the probability is either 1 (aquifer) or 0 (non-aquifer). The coloured boxes indicate the locations for the connectivity analysis shown in (Fig. 5c) . Further, there are more empty cells (that must then be randomly filled) when non-aquifer material is given precedence for cells with multiple logs (Fig. 6a) . This change causes a decline in the high aquifer probabilities associated with connected aquifer corridors on both fans (see the blue colours in Fig. 6b) .
Assignment of a cell as aquifer or non-aquifer material is based on aquifer bodies that vary in thickness from 1 m up to 80 m. Whilst it is unlikely that the thinnest aquifer bodies were deposited by major river systems that were connected with the fan apex (as required by our model assumptions), simulations that ignore aquifer bodies of less than 6 m thickness show no significant changes in the number of empty cells left in the model or in the overall pattern of aquifer probabilities (Fig. 5d) . This means that the same area is filled by our algorithm, i.e., the model outcome is not greatly affected by the thinnest aquifer bodies, probably because they make up a small fraction of each 10 m depth slice.
Model performance cross-validation
The ROC curves allow us to examine three separate aspects of the model: the effect of the threshold l used to convert aquifer probability into aquifer presence or absence, the effect of the removal of an increasing proportion of the input logs to validate the model results, and the differences in performance between the model and random filling. In the case of random filling, increasing the threshold (that is, increasing the probability value needed to assign aquifer material to a cell in the final map) causes a proportionate decrease in both TPR and FPR, so that the ROC curve is approximately a straight line (Fig. 7a) . The model, however, performs better for increasing threshold values, as shown by the increasing ratio of TPR to FPR (Fig. 7a-d) . Removal of an increasing fraction of the input data has little effect on the ROC curves in the case of random filling, as it causes little relative change in the number of cells that are randomly filled (Fig. 7a-c) . For the model, however, removal of an increasing fraction of input data causes the ROC curves to shift noticeably towards the random filling curves, because a greater number of cells must be filled randomly. Overall, the model shows a higher TPR-FPR ratio than the case of random filling for high probability thresholds, particularly when used to reproduce the elongate palaeochannel ridges on the Sutlej fan (Fig. 7a) . Random filling yields a higher TPR than the model, however, for low threshold values, especially for the CGWB input logs (Fig. 7b and c) . A total of 50 simulations including different randomly-chosen subsets of the data shows that the model generally performs very well compared to random filling, with a TPR of 0.5 over a FPR of 0.2. However, selecting a different subset of the data could lead to a poor solution as well (Fig. 7c) , but overall the model performs better than random filling. Comparison of the ROC curves from different parts of the fan shows that the TPR-FPR ratio is higher, especially for conservative threshold values, i.e., when FPR is low, for the proximal part of the fan (Fig. 7d) . This means that model performance, relative to the case of random filling, is somewhat reduced for distal locations.
Sand-body connectivity
A single realisation of the model forms elongate 'ribbons' that are, by design, well-connected in the down-fan direction, but less so in the across-fan direction. Unfortunately, we cannot compare the connectivity of our model after multiple realisations results with independent connectivity estimates. Instead, we examine the sensitivity of the connectivity index to the threshold l (or f l ), and determine the l value at which the model output behaves as an isotropic aquifer. We compare the model results (Fig. 8) to results from the case of random filling along several different cross sections.
The potential aquifer bodies created by the model are generally more connected than those generated by random filling, except at low values of l, equivalent to high f l (Fig. 8a) . In both cases, the index increases rapidly for moderate f l , as isolated potential aquifer bodies become clustered. This transition occurs at f l of 0.1-0.3 for the model as well as for random filling (Fig. 8a) . This analysis shows that for both approaches, potential aquifer bodies are highly isotropically connected for f l of 0.4 or greater.
The model predicts that aquifer body connectivity in the downfan direction should be similar to or greater than connectivity in the across-fan direction, as we would expect to see in a fan system, especially for f l values of 0.4 or greater (Fig. 8b) . At lower f l , the model predicts greater across-fan connectivity, especially in proximal and medial sections compared in distal sections (Fig. 8b) . Thus, we should expect a greater degree of across-fan connectivity near the fan apices, because potential aquifer bodies are constrained to converge at the apex and combine to a big aquifer with high connectivity. The proximal section, however, is less connected as expected because of low values in the interfan area between both fan systems. In contrast, random filling of aquifer material gives rise, unsurprisingly, to connectivity that is essentially isotropic in both the down-fan and across-fan directions (Fig. 8c) , and is unable to reproduce the connectivity patterns that we might expect in fan settings.
Discussion
The model simulations yield probability maps of finding aquifer locations within a series of depth slices. Stacking the depth slices together gives information on the likely spatial distribution of high aquifer probabilities in the subsurface. We first relate the modelled distribution to our expectation of fan stratigraphy in general, and our understanding of the Sutlej-Yamuna fan system (Van Dijk et al., 2016) in particular. We also consider the possible uses and limitations of the model, and some ideas for how it could be improved.
Relation between model results and subsurface stratigraphy of the Sutlej-Yamuna fans
Recall that the model contains no specific rules about sediment transport, depositional processes, or fan construction; instead, it uses some knowledge of the lateral and vertical dimensions of individual aquifer bodies along with their spatial disposition. Because the model rules are focused on individual aquifer units, it is not necessarily clear that the model-derived stratigraphy -which consists of a stack of individual aquifer units -will provide a physically-reasonable representation of regional stratigraphy. Thus, it is instructive to compare the model stratigraphy with both a theoretical expectation of fan stratigraphy and our observations of subsurface aquifer-body distributions in the study area (Van Dijk et al., 2016) . To do this, the model outputs for each 5 m depth slice are stacked to represent the probabilistic aquifer-body Fig. 6. (a) The effect of dominance in the input data when multiple well logs occur within a single grid. For runs marked 'aquifer', a cell is classified as aquifer if the majority of at least one input log consists of aquifer material within that depth slice. For runs marked 'non-aquifer', a cell is classified as non-aquifer if the majority of at least one input log consists of non-aquifer material. The cell size is 6 Â 6 km, and the model was run for 100 iterations. Note that non-aquifer precedence results in the assignment of a smaller number of aquifer cells, and thus a larger number of empty cells that must be filled randomly. (b) Spatial pattern of changes in aquifer probability when using aquifer material, rather than non-aquifer material, as the dominant input. The blue colour illustrates the reduction in aquifer probability when the non-aquifer information is dominant. Note that the blue colour follows one of the major aquifer pathways in Fig. 4c . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) distribution for the top 200 m of the subsurface. We then apply a threshold l to transform the probability values to modelled potential aquifer bodies in a three-dimensional volume. The size and spatial pattern of those bodies is dependent on the applied l, such that potential aquifer bodies are both thicker and more numerous for a lower l (Table 3) . For a l of 0.45, meaning that a modelled aquifer cell is simulated as aquifer material in at least 45% of the iterations, the quantiles of the aquifer thickness distribution (25th, 50th and 75th percentiles) as well as the f l are closest to their observed values based on the aquifer-thickness logs (Table 2 , Van Dijk et al., 2016) . Interestingly, this l also corresponds to the highest ratio of TPR to FPR within the ROC curve (Fig. 7b) . We therefore apply this l in our further analysis of the modelled potential aquifer bodies below.
Conceptual fan models often indicate a general decrease in the lateral dimensions of the sand bodies in downstream direction (e.g., Friend, 1978; Nichols and Fisher, 2007; Cain and Mountney, 2009; Weissmann et al., 2013; Owen et al., 2015) . Near the fan apex, we would expect little preservation of associated finegrained overbank deposits, and channel deposits are likely to be stacked or amalgamated (Friend, 1983) . Away from the apex, conceptual models predict that the proportion of overbank deposits should increase and the dimensions of channel deposits should decrease. In agreement with this expectation, the interpolated aquifer probabilities are generally higher along the medial transect (Fig. 9a ) compared to the distal transect (Fig. 9b) . Both transects, but especially the medial one, contain high probabilities of aquifer material along corridors that are collectively more than 6 km wide, . Note that the region of low FPR, i.e., corresponding to moderate to high values of the probability threshold, would be appropriate for a conservative assessment of the model. In this region, the model has generally a higher TPR-FPR ratio than random filling, especially when more data are included. d, ROC curves showing the ability of the model to reproduce the reserved set of input CGWB logs for both proximal locations (solid lines, within 100 km of the fan apex) and distal locations (dashed lines, more than 100 km from the apex). The TPR-FPR ratio is higher for the proximal part of the fan systems for the region of low FPR and moderate to high values of the probability threshold.
i.e., more than the grid resolution associated with 6 km wide channel belts. These corridors could be due to (i) amalgamation of multiple individual potential aquifer bodies, (ii) interpolation onto the transect, oblique to the grid direction, or (iii) interpolation of multiple realisations creating high probabilities around known well locations. An alternative approach that would reduce interpolation effects would be to use an object-based model, combining the random walk to define the channel pathways with an assumption about channel belt width and thickness at each point. This approach has been successfully applied to construct 3D karst conduits in the subsurface (Rongier et al., 2014) .
Conceptual fan models also suggest that a downstream decrease in aquifer-body thickness should be expected because of channel termination or bifurcations (e.g., Friend, 1978; Nichols and Fisher, 2007) . Owen et al. (2015) showed, however, that for Jurassic fan systems of the Morrison Formation in the western USA, the channel size did not significantly change down fan but that the percentage of fines increased. This is also observed in the Yamuna fan but less in the Sutlej fan (Van Dijk et al., 2016) ; the aquifer thickness distribution remains similar with distance from the fan apices, but the fraction of aquifer bodies decreases. Van Dijk et al. (2016) interpreted this pattern as a simple volumetric consequence of the conical fan shape combined with a nearuniform size of the aquifer bodies across the study area, perhaps due to stacking of channel belts or filling of incised valleys. A similar analysis of the aquifer-body thickness distribution derived from the model results shows no decrease in aquifer-body thickness down fan, similar to the observations from the Yamuna fan (Table 4) . It must be remembered that our model aquifer thicknesses are multiples of 5 m, so that quantitative comparisons with real aquifer-thickness distributions must be made with caution.
Fan models also encompass the connectivity of sand bodies within the subsurface stratigraphy, which enables fast flow and transport from one location to another (Larue and Hovadik, 2006; Renard and Allard, 2013) . Horizontal connectivity is partially set by the model rules, because we assume that individual bodies are continuous down-fan, are no more than one grid cell in width, and are bounded by finer-grained non-aquifer material, but in practice the horizontal connectivity depends also on the density of aquifer cells in the input data. The extent of vertical connectivity between the bodies should increase as the probability threshold l (which controls the model-predicted bulk aquifer fraction, f l ) is increased. Our analysis shows that sand bodies for both approaches are fairly well connected throughout the basin (Fig. 8b) , but the connectivity differs in cross-fan and down-fan direction for our model compared to random filling ( Fig. 8c and  d) . Our model has reasonably high connectivity in the cross-fan direction, despite the fact that the model is actually hard-wired against cross-fan connection. There is no difference in connectivity between our model and random filling for aquifer systems with a bulk aquifer fraction (f obs ) of more than $0.5 ( Fig. 8c and d) . This suggests that the model has no additional skill for predicting connectivity within a highly sand-dominated system -for example, the Kosi fan in northern India, with a bulk aquifer fraction of 0.89 (Sinha et al., 2014) .
Potential use and future improvements of the model
The model provides a tool to estimate the probability of finding aquifer material within a near-surface volume, based on information at known well locations and some simplified geological knowledge about the origin, depositional pattern, and likely dimensions of aquifer bodies. The model could be used in a generic sense to understand the potential variations in subsurface aquifer distribution and connectivity in cases of variable bulk aquifer The aquifer material forms a set of 'ribbon'-shaped bodies that are elongate down-fan, away from the Sutlej and Yamuna fan apices. Note that the smoothed isosurfaces are created for visualisation purposes by interpolation of aquifer cells, and are therefore somewhat thicker and wider than the actual data that are used for the analysis. Coloured boxes indicate areas used to evaluate connectivity both parallel to transport (down-fan direction, blue) and normal to transport (across-fan direction, red). (b) Variation in the connectivity index with increasing f l , equivalent to an increasing probability threshold value. Symbols show connectivity along faces, edges, and vertices (26 possibilities). Model connectivity (black symbols) is higher than that for random filling (grey symbols) at low f l , typical of the study area. (c) Variations in the connectivity index along faces, edges and vertices for the model as a function of f l , taken along the transects shown in panel (a) . Connectivity in the down-fan direction is generally equal to, or greater than, that in the across-fan direction, and connectivity in proximal parts of the system is greater than that in distal areas. At high f l , however, connectivity is high and essentially isotropic. (d) As panel (c), but for the case of random filling. Connectivity is essentially isotropic at all f l . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
fractions. Because we have populated the model with actual data on aquifer-body positions taken from the CGWB aquiferthickness logs, however, it is also useful as a predictive tool to generate probabilities of encountering aquifer bodies at any point, and at any given depth, across the study region. The model algorithm strikes a balance between purely empirical (and computationally simple) approaches on the one hand, and process-based but more computationally-intensive approaches on the other. Because of its simplicity, it can easily be updated to incorporate new subsurface information on aquifer-body positions (e.g., from new boreholes), Fig. 9 . Model probabilities of finding aquifer material along (a) the medial transect and (b) the distal transect, extracted from a model with a grid size of 6 Â 6 km, 5 m depth slices, and 100 iterations. The model yields high probabilities at locations near aquifer-thickness logs, whereas areas without borehole information are more likely to be classified as non-aquifer material. Probabilities are overall smaller for the distal transect compared to the medial transect. See Fig. 1 for transect locations. as that simply increases the number of 'known' cells at the start of the model run. There is no need to redefine the geometry of potential aquifer bodies or channel pathways in the subsurface, as that is done automatically, and because model run times are short the model can be quickly re-run to reflect evolving knowledge. Encouragingly, the model performs best when compared to random filling at low false-positive rates, corresponding to a high value of the probability threshold l that is used to convert aquifer probability into the presence or absence of model aquifers (Fig. 7b  and c) . A conservative strategy for identifying target areas for new wells would seek to minimise false-positives (i.e., locations where the model predicts aquifer material at a given depth, but none is found), and under those constraints the model substantially outperforms random filling. The model could thus be employed as a guide to prioritise the siting of new wells. It could be combined with, for example, magnitude-frequency analysis of aquiferthickness data (Van Dijk et al., 2016) to also provide information on the probability of encountering an aquifer body of a given thickness at those new well locations. The more specific effects of the 3D subsurface stratigraphy generated by the model on groundwater flow and transport, and the quantitative differences between model stratigraphy and that generated by random filling, would need to be tested with regional-scale hydrogeological modelling (e.g., Ronayne and Gorelick, 2006; Burns et al., 2010) . It would also be useful to perform groundwater flow and transport simulations on the various individual realisations instead of the probability maps, which could for example yield information on uncertainty in contaminant propagation prediction. This application might need refinement of the grid to avoid numerical artefacts. Refinement could be done either for individual realisations or by adapting our model algorithm. For example, we could apply the algorithm on a finer grid, then fill adjacent cells perpendicular to the random walk to obtain an aquifer width of 6 km before continuing our algorithm.
There are a number of areas of the model that could be improved or refined. The surface test case of the elongated ridges shows that there is good performance when 10% of the fan area is covered with data. However, the performance for the subsurface is less accurate. The two different data sets are recording different things; the ridges are fluvial, open fan channels, whilst the reserved logs are recording aquifer bodies. We have inferred that the surface ridges are a good analogue for subsurface channel bodies because of their scale and pattern (radiating from the fan apex). The subsurface, however, contains some incised-valley fills, which may not be represented by the surface ridges, and which may have different preservation potential in the subsurface (Weissmann et al., 1999) .
Whilst the regional coverage of our aquifer-thickness data is extensive, the logs are still relatively sparse, and the model is forced to fill many gaps even on our low-resolution 6 Â 6 km grid. This grid spacing is based on likely aquifer-body widths as inferred from surface observations in the study area (Van Dijk et al., 2016) . There is substantial uncertainty on those widths, stemming from both the range of channel deposit widths visible at the surface and the viability of surface features as an appropriate analogue for subsurface aquifer bodies. For example, the elongated surface ridges that are used as an analogue for subsurface channel deposits are only 500-2500 m wide (Van Dijk et al., 2016) , meaning that a 2-3 km grid might allow for more precise delineation of potential aquifer bodies. This would lead, however, to a dramatic increase in the number of empty cells that the model must fill (Fig. 5b) , and clearly we lack the subsurface data to test the advantages of a more precise model result in any quantitative way. The ROC curve shows that the distal part of the fan is already less accurately predicted with the current data availability (Fig. 7d) . Poor model performance could also be caused by the fact that we neglect the local surface topography and assume that the modern basin surface slope is the same as the slope throughout fan deposition. An improvement would be to obtain actual local surface topography and use a different reference elevation for connecting the various logs. Finally, we caution that the model algorithm, whilst flexible and potentially portable to other fan settings, has been designed with the Sutlej-Yamuna fan system in mind. At the very least, application to other fans would require some preliminary analysis of available aquifer-thickness data and observations of channelbelt dimensions and deposit widths, in order to set both the depth slice thickness and model grid size to appropriate values. The model sensitivity to the bulk aquifer fraction (Figs. 7 and 8 ) also shows that, for systems with a high aquifer fraction, the model provides little additional information or skill over simple random filling, because the likelihood of finding aquifer material is high everywhere. Thus, application to this type of fan system, such as the Kosi fan, does not appear warranted.
Conclusions
We have shown that the subsurface distribution of aquifer corridors across the Sutlej and Yamuna fans in northwestern India can be reconstructed by a reduced-complexity probabilistic model that incorporates some degree of geological knowledge of the depositional system. The model connects known locations of aquifer material with the fan apex by a weighted random walk, and uses the assumed lateral dimensions of the major aquifer bodies to identify likely locations of non-aquifer material to either side of the aquifer corridors. The model is sensitive to the type and distribution of input information, and the addition of new subsurface data can cause a substantial decrease in the number of empty cells that must be filled by the model. Cross-validation of the model against a subset of input CGWB aquifer-thickness logs indicates that the model provides an increase in the true-positive rate compared to simple random filling of the basin, especially for moderate to high values of the threshold used to convert aquifer probability into model aquifer position.
The model produces a simplified representation of the subsurface stratigraphy across the study area that matches key aspects of the spatial distribution of aquifer thicknesses (Van Dijk et al., 2016) . The results show that aquifer-body probability is highest near the fan apices, as multiple channel systems must be routed through a relatively small area, compared with lower probabilities in distal regions. This high probability in proximal regions is also reflected in the high connectivity between potential aquifer bodies in the across-fan direction, normal to the transport direction, despite the fact that the model rules militate against lateral connectivity. In general, predicted aquifer connectivity is higher and more anisotropic for the model-derived stratigraphy than for the case of random filling, especially at low to moderate bulk aquifer fractions like those found in the study area.
The model could be used to explore variations in aquifer-body distribution at different aquifer fractions, or to predict the likelihood of finding aquifer material at a given location and depth across the study region. Importantly, model performance increases as more data are incorporated, meaning that information from new boreholes could be used to iteratively increase the model accuracy as new parts of the system are explored. The model could also be applied to other fan-hosted aquifer systems, although some caution is needed in ensuring that the geological rule set remains valid and that appropriate model dimensions are chosen.
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